SUGGESTED NIGHT CLUB
BEST PRACTICES FOR FALSE ID’s

Post False ID warning sign at entrances.

Use your best judgment in deciding whether to admit under age 21 persons.

If False ID is suspected refer to Drivers License Guide provided by FOP and Miller Coors and ask for second ID. Most persons using false ID will not have a second false one with matching name.

If false ID use is confirmed:
1. Retain ID and detain person and call police at 862-8600 to issue Metro or State Citation as applicable. OR
2. Retain ID and warn person that you will call police if they do not leave immediately. Complete and maintain an internal incident report or ledger regarding all retained ID’s.

Mail ID’s to TABC at:
Tennessee Alcoholic Beverage Commission
226 Capital Blvd. Bldg., Suite 300
Nashville, Tennessee 37243-0755